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Apstrakt: Predmet rada je da da sažet pregled, trenutnog stanja sposobnosti „malih država“ da 

sprovode informaciona dejstva, specifičnih sposobnosti neophodnih za informaciono delovanje. U 

kontekstu „malih država“  opisani su osnovni izazovi njihovog razvoja i analiziran njihov razvoj. 

Takođe, dat je kratak kritički osvrt na teorijske i doktrinarne osnove informatičke delatnosti institucija 

Republike Srbije. Akcenat u opisu sposobnosti stavljen je na one koje se sprovode informativnim i 

perceptivnim metodama (propaganda, upravljanje percepcijom protivnika, dezinformacije, psihološke 

operacije, obmana), na one koje se izvode informacionim i tehničkim sredstvima (napadima na kritične 

objekte nacionalne infrastrukture, sajber-napadi), upravo zbog njihove dominantne osnove zasnovane 

na znanju, dobroj organizaciji i korišćenju lako dostupnih resursa i sredstava, a ne na tehničko-

tehnološkoj nadmoći, velikim materijalno-finansijskim ulaganjima i skupoj tehnologiji koja je 

nedostižna za „male države”. 
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Challenges of Small States for Informational Action in Regard to 

Capacity Development 

 
Abstract: The issues of the paper are given a concise overview, of the current state of capabilities of 

"small states" for informational action. In the context of "small states" specific abilities necessary for 

informational action are described and the basic challenges of their development analyzed. Also, a brief 

critical review of the theoretical and doctrinal bases of the information activity of the institutions of the 

Republic of Serbia is given. The emphasis in the description of capabilities is on those that are carried 

out by informative and perceptive methods (propaganda, managing the perception of the opponent, 

disinformation, psychological operations, deception), about those that are carried out by informational 

and technical means (by attacking critical objects of the national infrastructure, cyber-attacks), 

precisely because of their dominant base on knowledge, good organization and the use of easily 

available resources and means, and not on technical-technological supremacy, large material-financial 

investments and expensive technology, unattainable for "small states". 

 

Keywords: state, ability, internet, information, information action. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

The modern age in which we live is also called the information era, because it is characterized by the 

ability of individuals to freely exchange information and to have a quick access to knowledge, which 

was previously difficult or even impossible. Its main determinant is the increased speed and efficiency 

of information transmission, which, thanks to information and communication technology, has become 

greater than the speed of physical movement. In a broader sense, the beginning of the information age 

coincides with the invention of telegraph in 1837, and it experiences its full momentum with the 

establishment of a global system of computer networks - the Internet. 

 

According to Francis Domingo, the implementation of an appropriate strategy is crucial for the survival 

of small states. "Since it cannot shape its environment by force, a small state must rely on a range of 

strategies that suit its capabilities and characteristics." Given that "the massive spread and application 

of information and communication technology provides all actors in the conflict with different types of 
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opportunities, which were once available only to developed states and their security forces", it can be 

concluded that the size of the state does not significantly affect the capabilities necessary for 

information action. 

 

However, when it comes to "small states", including the Republic of Serbia, it can be said that they 

were most often the object of informational action by "big powers", which, in accordance with their 

hegemonic-offensive strategies, openly or covertly exerted pressure and influence in the informational 

dimension of the operational environment, with the aim of realizing the proclaimed interests and goals. 

This is how, for example, western countries carried out offensive information operations in which the 

mass media played an irreplaceable role many months before the aggression against the Federal 

Republic of Yugoslavia in 1999. With the aim of convincing the entire world public opinion of the 

correctness and alleged humanity of the Western military intervention, phrases, words, qualifications 

and other important determinants were carefully chosen to demonize the Serbs and the Federal 

Republic of Yugoslavia. For example, Serbs are constantly presented as bullies and occupiers of 

Kosovo, NATO used the term "air campaign" and not aggression, etc. On the other hand, the activities 

of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia in the informational dimension of the operational environment 

were not sufficiently organized, centralized and managed on time, which is why, at the beginning of the 

aggression, the General Staff of the Army of Yugoslavia had to take significant measures to 

compensate for these weaknesses. 

 

2. Conceptual definition of small states in the context of information activities 
 

The process of re-emergence and reaffirmation of small states intensified after the Second World War, 

due to the process of global decolonization (Archer, C. Bailes et al., 2014), as well as the end of the 

"Cold War" and the collapse of the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia at the end of the 20th century. 

Despite this phenomenon and the increased attention of scholars, no single criterion or definition has 

been achieved that characterizes the term small states. 

 

Distinguishing countries according to their capacities and strength often implies a more detailed 

structural analysis, which would include several elements, such as territory, population, economic 

potential, geopolitical position and, of course, the country's military potential. In recent times, the 

difference between "hard power" and "soft power" of a country (general influence that a country can 

create through politics, diplomacy, culture, non-state ties, etc.) has been emphasized. Therefore, the 

concept of a small state is a relative term, and the qualification of a state can only be done by 

comparing it with other states - states in a certain context and according to selected criteria (Björkdahl, 

2008). 

 

With globalization, that is, with the increasing role of "soft power", the question arises to what extent 

the difference between "smaller", "medium" and "larger" countries is relevant in general (Lopandić, 

2010). Namely, the fact that modern achievements in the field of technology, media and 

communication have become available to poor countries, contributes to the possibility of equalizing 

competitive, but also stronger and weaker countries in mutual competition. This can lead to the 

"nullification" of the military principle of mass, i.e. to the point that military power is no longer 

decisive in measuring the total power between two or more states. The weapons of the information age 

help small nations against the big ones and favor the "weak" over the "strong" (Miljković, 2010). 

 

The enormous possibilities of modern technologies for disseminating information and reaching an 

unlimited number of users are very suitable for informational action and spreading the desired 

influence. Today, the Internet is one of the most prevalent means of creating effects related to 

information, with the possibility of taking complete primacy in the near future in relation to all other 

means. Computer equipment, as well as access to the Internet, is available to all countries, as well as to 

the majority of the world's population, with the tendency to continue the expansion of global 

networking. Over time, the Internet has become an independent and free social creation: According to 

the official definition established at the World Summit on the Information Society, Internet governance 

is the development and application by governments, the private sector and civil society, in their specific 

services. Common principles, norms, rules, decision-making procedures and programs shape the 

evolution and use of the Internet (Van Eeten, & Mueller, 2013). Therefore, one of the most powerful 

information and communication technology tools of today is also available to "small" states for 

exerting influence through informational activities and achieving certain goals and interest. 
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3. The Federal Republic of Yugoslavia's experience in information activities 

during the 1999 NATO campaign 
 

Observed from a historical perspective, it can be stated that information and informational action were 

of great importance during modern armed conflicts, including during the NATO campaign against the 

Federal Republic of Yugoslavia in 1999. Due to insufficient capabilities to respond militarily to 

airstrikes, the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia actively used its own media, foreign journalists and the 

influence of the Internet to influence global and regional public opinion around the world in order to 

achieve a strategic national interest - the preservation of state sovereignty and territorial integrity. "In 

order to realize the stated strategic goal, the establishment of Federal Republic of Yugoslavia had to 

achieve three operational goals through informational action: 1) maintaining domestic support for 

security forces' operations in Kosovo and Metohija and countering NATO attacks; 2) creating discord 

between NATO members and influencing their determination to wage war and 3) gaining the support 

of the international public" (Putnik, 2012). "During the conflict between the Federal Republic of 

Yugoslavia and NATO, both sides in the conflict, in an effort to reach a wider audience, dominantly 

used the Internet (Vuletić, 2004) as a medium for conducting information operations." 

 

The government of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and the RTS were, among other things, able to 

cover the whole of Europe through the leased communication link of the EU and for the program of the 

state television to be rebroadcast in the United States of America on Cable-Satellite Public Affairs 

Network (C-SPAN) (Ramirez, 1999). Federal Republic of Yugoslavia propaganda is integrated into the 

reports of friendly and neutral media, as well as all conservative media forums critical of NATO. The 

information activities of the Yugoslav Army were in some way supported by Western television and 

news agencies, which used the Serbian media as a source in their reports. In the later period of the 

conflict, the Internet became the primary media for the Serbian side's information activities, bearing in 

mind that the Alliance managed to gradually cut off Serbian radio and television communications with 

the rest of the world. The Internet has been used in various ways. Dozens of pro-government oriented 

websites in English were created, on which information content about the illegality of NATO campaign 

and crimes committed by the Alliance were regularly published. Emails were sent to influential people 

in the West from the spheres of politics, business and culture, as well as to foreign media, about the 

injustice of NATO campaign and cases of the so-called collateral damage. Thus, within 15 minutes of 

the bombing of the Chinese embassy, Stratford, a private intelligence company, received five emails 

describing the attack from people living near the embassy (Friedman, 1999).  

 

The Serbian side also used foreign media in such a way that it was very active in foreign online "chat 

rooms". This form of communication provided the attacked party with greater influence on the wider 

world public than television interviews (Harmon, 1999). Communication by e-mail and through social 

networks became an integral part of the early warning network, and they were widely used to send a 

huge number of messages about immorality, illegality and committed crimes of the aggressors to the 

general public. The proclaimed goals were partially achieved, the morale and unity of the own forces 

was preserved, and media messages different from NATO propaganda were sent to the world. Those 

images stirred up pro-Serbian and anti-war activists across Europe and Russia, leading to protests and 

demonstrations against the United States of America and NATO. 

 

However, the measures taken had a limited effect in the fight against NATO's information supremacy 

and its extremely aggressive political-diplomatic and military offensive against the Federal Republic of 

Yugoslavia. After 78 days of constant air operations and intense diplomatic pressure, the Alliance 

appeared to have achieved victory, largely thanks to airstrikes. Nevertheless, persistent, decisive and 

effective defence by conventional means during the NATO campaign, combined with the execution of 

information operations, created the conditions for the preservation of the Autonomous Province of 

Kosovo and Metohija in the composition of the Republic of Serbia by peaceful and political means. It 

must also be noted that the measures taken by the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia were not sufficiently 

organized, centralized and managed in the beginning. That is why the General Staff of the Army of 

Yugoslavia undertook significant activities to compensate for these weaknesses.  

 

At the beginning of the bombing of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, an interdepartmental 

ministerial coordination group for informing the foreign public was formed and the initial principles for 

the management and direction of the Press Center at the Directorate of the Headquarters of the 

Supreme Command, the strategic basis of the defensive information-propaganda war, the instructions 

for the work of foreign correspondents in the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia in wartime conditions 
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and other acts (Matić, 2005). Later analyzes indicate that the foreign public had the most unfavorable 

opinion of the Army of Yugoslavia at the beginning of the war, more favorable as the NATO campaign 

continued, and the most favorable at the end of the war, which indicates the positive effects of the 

Federal Republic of Yugoslavia's information activities during the NATO campaign (Stanković, 2000). 

The conclusion is that the aforementioned lack of organization of forces for informational action before 

the start of the NATO campaign influenced the weaker initial effects and results, which were later 

improved by the aforementioned measures. 

 

At first glance, it may be difficult to see the manipulation of the media and the exploitation of the 

Internet as a coherent campaign of information operations of the Yugoslav Army. Indeed, the efforts of 

the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia government to shape international public opinion seemed primitive 

compared to the capabilities of modern information operations based on cyber weapons and attacks on 

computer networks. And yet, these efforts were effective (Putnik, 2012).  The information activities of 

the forces of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia were primarily realized by information-perceptive 

methods, that is, by sending appropriate media messages to target groups. Since NATO managed to 

gradually cut off Serbian radio and television communications with foreign countries, the Internet 

became the primary means of regime propaganda, with the aim of influencing the perception of 

enemies, allies and the domestic public. The aforementioned concept and experience will be the basis 

for further analysis of the development of the capabilities of small states for informational action. 

 

4. A general overview of the state of capabilities of "small states" in the Balkan 

region for informational action in relation to the "great powers" of the West 
 

Countries that are successful on the global level, and especially those that want to ensure hegemony 

and dominance in the world, are leading in the development of strategies, doctrines, infrastructure and 

institutions for informational action. Thus, in 1984, the United States of America President Ronald 

Reagan signed a decree (NSDD 130) defining the status of United States of America information 

policy abroad, as well as the importance of information operations in fulfilling long-term national 

goals: "International information is an integral and vital part of the national security policy and United 

States of America strategy in the broadest sense. Together with other areas of public diplomacy, they 

are a key strategic instrument for shaping on a long-term basis fundamental political and ideological 

trends throughout the world, and ultimately influencing the behavior of governments" (Reagan, 1984). 

 

On the other hand, "small states", compared to hegemons such as the United States of America, act 

defensively or passively in the information environment and consequently become the object of their 

influence in all areas, including military affairs and security. In the nineties of the last century, Bosnia 

and Herzegovina was one of the first training grounds for conducting information and psychological 

operations, which were carried out by international forces, about which a handful of scientific and 

professional papers were written. Based on the analysis of those operations, manuals were created, 

which specifically state that they were created based on experiences in Bosnia and Herzegovina. For 

example, in the Manual of Psychological Operations of the United Stated of America Armed Forces it 

is stated: "NATO planners determined the need for a campaign aimed at the local population in BiH 

and designed to shape attitudes and behavior in favor of the IFOR (later SFOR's) forces and 

operations" (Department of Defense, 2003).  

 

Such a diametrical balance of power in the information environment, despite relatively equal technical 

and technological capabilities, is primarily the result of significantly smaller investments by small 

states, compared to large ones, in all areas of human society, including in the development of military 

forces in accordance with modern scientific achievements. As a result, small states are lagging behind 

in the development of concepts, doctrinal documents, organization and development of the capabilities 

of forces for informational action. More significant progress in developing capabilities for 

informational action than the countries of the region was achieved only by Romania, "as one of the few 

NATO member countries that managed to professionally and professionally develop units for 

Psychological operations" (Miljković, 2019). 

 

There is an abundance of literature on information and psychological operations conducted by the 

United States of America and NATO in Bosnia and Herzegovina, the former Federal Republic of 

Yugoslavia, Kosovo and Metohija, Iraq, Afghanistan, as well as a large number of strategic documents, 

doctrines and manuals in developed countries (most publicly available in the US), which include 

various aspects of information activities (strategic communications, information and psychological 
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operations, cyber warfare and security, and others). On the other hand, less developed countries, which 

definitely include the Republic of of Serbia and its neighbors in the Balkans create their doctrinal 

documents and manuals for the most part in imitation of American ones, and in a large number of cases 

they are almost identical - that is, copied. 

 

Regarding the organization of forces, the concepts are different and vary from country to country, both 

in the West and in the countries of the region. Similar to the doctrinal documents, the great powers 

have a well-developed and organized structure of commands, units and institutions that cover the field 

of information operations. In the armed forces of "small states" in the Balkan region, there are different 

experiences in the organization and functioning of forces for psychological and information operations, 

while strategic communications have not yet found an appropriate place in the national security and 

defense system of those countries. 

 

As already pointed out, Western countries generally unite almost all areas of information action at the 

strategic level under "strategic communications", while the concept of "information operations" is 

responsible for the exclusively military area of action. "For the United States of America strategic 

communication, it is essential that communication planners consider national communication and 

strategic goals in the planning process, and that the actions of joint forces be coordinated with their 

partners in order to achieve unity of effort" (US Joint Chiefs of Staff, 2013). The United States of 

America Department of Defense, along with the Department of State, has a primary role in conducting 

strategic communications. Also, the Pentagon houses the Joint Staff with specialists for strategic 

communications. 

 

Regarding information operations, which in the informational-perceptual aspect are mainly realized 

through psychological activities (operations) of the military forces, at the strategic, operational and 

tactical level, "in the Western armed forces, at the level of the General Staff and in intelligence 

commands, there are specialized bodies and centers from which they are managed by psychological 

operations centers, and are implemented by special units - battalions, companies and platoons for 

Psychological operations (Narula, 2004). The units are staffed by experts of various profiles 

(ethnologists, sociologists, psychologists, public relations experts, journalists, "new media" experts, 

satellite technology experts, etc.) and are equipped with the most modern technical means. In some 

armies, these forces are part of the command for special operations in the United States of America, 

Romania and Poland); in some they are within the Center for Civil-Military Cooperation  in the 

Hungary, or under the jurisdiction of intelligence authorities in the United Kingdom (Miljković, 2019) 

and the importance of those forces in Western countries is indicated by the fact that "about 10,000 

officers and soldiers are engaged in Psychological operations commands and units of the United States 

of America Armed Forces" (Miljković, 2019). 

 

The small states of the region, as already pointed out, base their doctrinal documents, manuals, 

organization and training of forces largely on the example of American solutions. For example, "when 

talking about the construction of Croatian doctrinal documents for the execution of information and 

psychological operations, it should be pointed out that NATO documents in the field of strategic 

communication, information and psychological operations are directly implemented in Croatian 

military norms" (Miljković, 2019). From an organizational point of view, the department for special 

operations in the Croatian Armed Forces is part of the Operational Directorate of the Croatian Armed 

Forces and is responsible for planning, monitoring and carrying out information and psychological 

operations for all formations in the Croatian Armed Forces.  

 

It is important to point out that, in addition to the tasks of Information and Psychological operations, 

that department is responsible for and takes care of the strategic communication support of the Croatian 

Ministry of Defence, as well as that the support for strategic communication in the Croatian Army is 

not based on the use of the Information and Psychological operations, but rather the intention is to 

make sure that experiences from those areas enable easier and more accurate communication with the 

domestic and foreign public (Miljković, 2019). This organization of information action is consistent 

with the concept of the United States of America, where the Operations Directorate of the United States 

of America Armed Forces provides expertise and advice in the field of information and psychological 

operations to the command structures of the United States of America Ministry of Defence in the 

process of strategic communication, with the aim of achieving national, strategic and military goals 

(Department of Defense, 2009).  
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However, what the Republic of Croatia lacks, as well as other countries in the Balkan region, is having 

a built-in capacity for informational action at the national level, such as, for example, in the United 

States of America, where the National Security Council is responsible for promoting strategic 

communication and responsible for ensuring that key messages and their impact are taken into account 

during Council decision-making (The White House, 2009). In terms of training and operational units, 

the first levels of information and psychological operations courses were launched in the Croatian 

Army in 2015, also according to NATO standards. In the coming period, it is expected that 

Psychological operations
 
units of the Croatian Armed Forces will be equipped with specific equipment, 

as well as the formation of a special organizational structure, bearing in mind that Croatian doctrinal 

documents state that the full development of a psychological operations capabilities requires the 

establishment of a consistent organizational framework (Miljković, 2019). 

 

The Republic of Serbia also still does not have a developed strategy, nor an institution responsible for 

strategic communications, but a smaller part of work in this area is carried out through the Directorate 

for Public Relations of the Ministry of Defense of the Republic of Serbia, the Department for Civil-

Military Cooperation of the Ministry of Defense and the Security and Intelligence Sector. Unlike the 

Croatian Army, the Serbian Army still does not have a dedicated force for psychological activities and 

for activities in cyber space, although their formation and development of capabilities are foreseen in 

the Concept of Information Operations (Training Command of the General Staff of the Serbian Armed 

Forces, 2015). There is a similar and even more unregulated area of information activity in other 

countries in the Balkan region, and some of the basic challenges for their development will be 

described in the next chapter, with an emphasis on the information-perceptive aspect. 

 

5. Challenges of developing the capacity of small states for informational action 
 

The information-perceptive aspect is realized through activities in all areas of information activity 

(strategic communications, information operations and intelligence work), i.e. through: "public opinion 

management", diplomacy, activities related to public relations, then propaganda, deception, 

psychological and information operations , where the common feature of all the mentioned areas and 

activities is precisely the influence on the attitudes, will, emotions and cohesion of the enemy, which is 

why in Western literature they are often called "Influence operations" (North Atlantic Treaty 

Organization, 2007). 

 

It is characteristic that all the mentioned areas and activities of information activities intertwine and 

interpenetrate, and often support and equalize. For example, strategic communications include 

diplomacy, public opinion management, public relations, propaganda, psychological and information 

operations, in order to influence the information district. Information operations are also carried out by 

psychological activities, "by which selected information is transmitted in order to create the desired 

impact on the consciousness, morale, thinking and emotions of the enemy and other domains in the 

operational environment" (Directorate for Intelligence and Reconnaissance Affairs (Ј-2) of the General 

Staff of the Serbian Armed Forces, 2012a). "Selected information" in practice is most often transmitted 

through institutions responsible for public relations, followed by diplomacy, intelligence work, 

propaganda, etc. Often, "selected information" can also be disinformation, with the aim of deceiving 

the enemy, manipulation on a rational level and achieving the desired influence. Deception, as one of 

the activities of information operations, is also realized by deception, which includes spreading 

disinformation, masking and simulations (Directorate for Intelligence and Reconnaissance Affairs (Ј-2) 

of the General Staff of the Serbian Armed Forces, 2012a). 

 

Therefore, the first goal that should be fulfilled in order to achieve effective influence in the 

information environment is to organize, synchronize and integrate the work of all competent 

institutions and forces responsible for information-perceptive action as best as possible, in accordance 

with the principles: target selection, determination of center of gravity, grouping and economy of 

forces. The main challenges for the fulfillment of this goal in the context of small states are: 1) 

imprecise normative-doctrinal organization of information activities and 2) lack of adequate 

organizational and formation structure of forces and means for information activities. 

 

Secondly, it is necessary to continuously develop and improve the capabilities of the forces for 

informational action in the modern environment, which in the informational-perceptive aspect are 

primarily based on knowledge and efficient use of available resources and means, which include: 1) 

detailed, comprehensive and high-quality analysis information environment, as well as analysis of the 
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effect of information action - analytical abilities, 2) production of information that will achieve the 

desired effects (influence) - ability to produce information and 3) determination of the target group and 

method of distribution of information - ability to market information. In addition to the above, it is 

necessary to ensure the storage and protection of information, which is more in the competence of 

information and communication technology experts and is not part of the process of exerting influence, 

and therefore will not be discussed in more detail. 

 

6. Analytical skills in the context of "Small States" 
 

Understanding the operational environment is achieved through a systematic analysis of the 

connections and relationships of the various participants supported by appropriate information flows 

(Training Command of the General Staff of the Serbian Armed Forces, 2015). The winner in the 

information war should be the side that can produce and exploit information faster, that is, which 

analyzes, assesses the situation and reacts faster (Miljković, 2019). 

 

Analytical abilities are necessary for the analysis of all areas of the information environment, as well as 

for the analysis of other dimensions of the operational environment (physical, military, temporal, 

political, social, economic, technological...), which makes them the most complex ability, and at the 

same time the most significant for efficient and effective information operation. 

 

The analysis of the information environment includes the analysis of all of its three areas (physical, 

information and knowledge), as well as their mutual connections and relationships. 

 

By analyzing the physical area of the information environment, the means and objects of information 

and communication technology of the enemy, friendly and own forces are determined, i.e. institutions, 

systems, human resources and technical means that enable the creation of effects related to information 

(written media, transmitters, information and communication systems, networks, etc.).  Accordingly, 

for the analysis and understanding of the physical field, it is necessary to engage experts from the field 

of information and communication technology. 

 

By analyzing the information area, which connects the physical and cognitive areas, all available and 

relevant information about the enemy that appears in the physical area are collected and analytically 

processed, in order to fully know and understand the enemy - the target group, i.e. its command system, 

process decision-making, desires, intentions, perception, awareness, understanding and belief. 

Therefore, the analysis of the physical and informational areas helps decision makers to correctly 

determine the goals, tasks, ways and forces for informational action, while at the same time it 

represents the starting point for the production and marketing of information that will most effectively 

exert the desired influence on the target group. 

 

In order to perform a complete, comprehensive and precise analysis of the information environment, it 

is necessary to look at the wider context, that is, to analyze all dimensions of the operational 

environment, their mutual connections and relationships. For example, it is impossible to determine the 

correct goals and means of information action, as well as the characteristics of the cognitive area of the 

enemy - the target group, if the political, military, social, economic, physical and technological 

dimensions of the operational environment are not analyzed. 

 

"Activities that take place in the operational environment almost always create effects in all three 

dimensions of the information environment." Precise determination of potential effects in all three 

dimensions is possible only if the information and operational environment as a whole are analyzed, 

understood and visualized. While even the most prepared personnel cannot anticipate all potential 

effects, understanding the operational environment enables personnel to respond appropriately to 

unplanned effects and determine why they occurred" (Ministry of Defense of the USA, 2018). 

 

Uncertainty, complexity and variability are essential characteristics of the environment (Williams, 

2010). Uncertainty can be defined as the impossibility to accurately and precisely predict all the 

changes that may occur in the environment. Complexity includes the number and degree of influence of 

all environmental factors. Variability as a characteristic of the environment represents the intensity with 

which changes occur in the environment. The degree of complexity of all factors from the environment 

which act makes that environment complex (Lukić, 2017). The more complex the strategic 

environment, the more scientific approach and less arbitrariness in its assessment is certainly necessary. 
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Analytical skills refer to the ability to process and analyze information, solve problems and make 

decisions. The analysis itself is, above all, a thought process that is almost entirely based on human 

judgment, reasoning and intuition. "Despite the development of technical support in modern analytical 

work there is still no substitute for the experience, judgment and intuition of the analyst" (Directorate 

for Intelligence and Reconnaissance Affairs (J-2) of the General Staff of the Armed Forces, 2012b). 

 

The modern information environment is characterized by a lack of information and an oversaturation of 

information at the same time (Handel, 1989). Namely, as a rule, key data about the enemy is difficult to 

access and well protected, which is why, as with analytical skills, instead of relying on technical 

systems, their collection often requires the engagement of human resources in the field. A special 

challenge in the analysis of the information environment is its cognitive area, because it requires the 

collection and processing of intangible and difficult-to-verify information about the perception, 

attitudes and beliefs of the target group, that is, to get to the "heart, way of thinking and souls of 

people" (Miljković, 2019).  

 

On the other hand, the main feature of the modern information age is the abundance of easily accessible 

information and data, which due to their quantity are increasingly difficult to collect, sort and process. 

"When considering the problem of oversaturation of information or the so-called ``noisy environment,'' 

according to most theorists, this phenomenon represents a bigger problem than the lack of information, 

because the greater the amount of information, the more confusing and contradictory data there is, 

which is then harder to process" (Miljković, 2019).  

 

This practically means that the human mind is not able to process such a large amount of received 

information, which makes it suitable for manipulation. An additional problem is the information 

activity of the enemy, that is, their psychological-propaganda activity and deception, which is why the 

analysis of the information environment requires a detailed check of the accuracy and validity of all 

collected data. Analytical abilities thus gain increasing complexity, weight and importance, while the 

basic resource remains the same - the experience, knowledge, judgment, assessment and intuition of the 

analyst. 

 

Analytical capabilities thus require a unified and coordinated process of collecting and processing data 

on the operational environment, with the engagement of experts from various fields, including 

information and communication technology experts, translators, linguists, psychologists, political 

scientists, sociologists, economists and others, as well as adequate guidance, training and the training 

of analysts, that is, the development of analytical skills required for the analysis of the information 

environment. 

 

Small countries in the Balkan region, including R.of Serbia, possess significant analytical capabilities, 

i.e. analysts and analytical teams, responsible for various areas, both military (intelligence and security 

services, Public Relations Directorate...) and civilian sector (agencies and institutes, independent 

analysts, etc.). Accordingly, it can be said that analytical ability is achievable for small states and that 

significant material and financial allocations are not necessary for it. However, what is necessary is the 

aforementioned additional education and training to achieve this ability within the dedicated forces and 

composition for informational action, that is, their specialization and training for a certain area of 

informational-perceptual action. 

 

7. Ability to produce information in the context of "Small States" 
 

The production of information represents the central ability of information action, because it requires 

that, based on the analysis of the information environment, an information product is created that will 

create the desired effect in the knowledge area, in accordance with the proclaimed goals and interests 

of importance for defense and security. The production of information is, in principle, a continuation of 

the process of analyzing the environment, in accordance with the directions of the command and 

control authorities, the proclaimed tasks and goals of information activities. 

 

Information products should be realistic, simple, with impressive content and designed to hit the values 

and cultural state of mind of the target group, causing a change in their behavior in the desired 

direction. Depending on the goal, the product can be information, message, clues, disinformation, 

propaganda material, etc., while the creators of the mentioned products can be specialists from various 

fields (sociologists, psychologists, writers, historians, military personnel and other categories). 
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An information product can generally be in the form of a text (magazine, press, flyer, book, 

publication, scientific work, internet blogs, posts, comments...), sound (speech, radio show, music 

track...), video (clip, advertisement, series, film ...), or a combination of the above. One of the types of 

information products is rumors, which can be untrue and half-true, and whose method of transmission 

is quite specific "from ear to ear", in "trust" or the innermost circle (Živojinović, 2016). 

 

The production of information for information-perceptive action therefore requires the coordinated 

engagement of various experts and specialists, including specialists for technical support (printing, 

audio-video editing, etc.), and even actors, translators, proofreaders, and the like. In addition to the 

above, information products should be harmonized at the highest level, based on the goals that come 

from the policy, strategy and direction-orders received by the decision-makers, then have a realistic 

basis and impressive content, aligned with activities and procedures on the ground and on in the end, 

that their focus is on achieving the desired effects and outcomes. 

 

The production of information must certainly be based on scientific foundations, principles and 

methods, and in accordance with modern scientific achievements and inventions in the field of 

information and communication technology. It requires an expert approach, innovation and creativity, 

but not technical-technological supremacy in the modern information environment. Influence through 

information is primarily based on the good knowledge of the essence and basic principles of media 

struggle, psychological effects and disinformation systems. In order for an information product to be 

effective in the modern information environment, it is enough for its creators to be, above all, inventive 

and imaginative people, endowed with great analytical ability. 

 

It is clear that the ability to produce information is not closely related to military affairs, which is why 

it requires primarily civilian, not military, experts and experts (sociologists, psychologists, media 

experts...), which can represent a certain challenge, having considered that small countries, and 

especially their armed forces, generally do not have enough highly qualified experts in those fields. In 

addition to the above, this ability also requires certain specialized means of production, which are in 

short supply in the army, but widely distributed and easily available in specialized civilian institutions, 

and as we have seen in the modern information environment and beyond, i.e. "all around us". 

 

On the basis of the above, it can be concluded that the ability to produce information is relatively easy 

to achieve for small countries, if the mentioned lack of personnel is removed, which requires certain 

smaller investments in employment, education and training of experts. 

 

8. Ability to market and influence in the context of "Small States" 
 

In the modern information environment, there are thousands of electronic, written, audio-visual and 

organizational media that can be used to disseminate information and influence. With the help of the 

Internet and satellite connection, it is possible to market information and propaganda content "from the 

inside" and in conditions where the media space of a certain country is closed from the influence of 

other media (Miljković, 2019) All human groups are potential organizational media, from families and 

small organizations, through advertising and public relations firms, unions, churches, theaters, various 

associations and groups, political parties and organizations, to state bodies of legislative and executive 

power, international coalitions and global organizations like the UN and their agencies. This diversity, 

on the one hand, facilitates the ability to market and influence, while on the other hand, it makes it 

difficult to choose those few media that are particularly significant and suitable for informational action 

in the appropriate context. 

 

At the same time, the wide distribution and mass use of personal computers, mobile phones and the 

Internet have led to the "bombardment" of individuals with a huge amount of different information, as 

well as to the possibility of direct communication between people around the world. This type of 

communication and information overload has already resulted in the alienation of millions of people 

from real social life. Most people try, consciously or unconsciously, to cope with excessive information 

saturation by developing three defense mechanisms: selective attention, selective perception and 

selective memory. That is, they pay attention to a few media only; they selectively choose contents; and 

then, after a while, they suppress or forget those contents that they do not accept. Therefore, the 

marketing of information requires a detailed analysis of the enemy-target group and in terms of the 

specific media they prefer, that is, to which all websites, electronic or printed publications, television 

shows, leaders and role models in the world pay attention. 
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According to the Yale attitude change approach, it is defined that the action process of any 

informational message includes: placement, attracting the attention of the target group, understanding 

the message, retaining and finally changing behavior (Haugtvedt et al., 1992). Therefore, in addition to 

all of the above, in order to have the desired impact on the cognitive area of the target group, the 

information must reach that group and be sustainable over time, or be marketed over a longer period of 

time, which can be a challenge, especially in the conditions of possible information blockade of the 

"small country" by the "big powers". 

 

However, as the Internet takes primacy and becomes an increasingly dominant tool for marketing all 

kinds of information, and therefore influence, it has become an independent and free social creation, 

accessible to all countries, as well as to the majority of the world's population. No one owns the 

Internet, but everyone owns a part of it. It is clear that large states - hegemons, and certainly more and 

more global organizations and corporations, own most of the hardware and software parts of the 

Internet, which somehow enables them to control, block or usurp a significant part of the global 

computer network. However, the development and expansion of the Internet certainly goes beyond 

corporate and national boundaries, and thus offers many alternative solutions in the case of attempts to 

control the flow of information, both in terms of Internet access itself, which is becoming more and 

more diverse (telephone, cable, wireless, satellite), and in to the issue of the internal flow of 

information, which is becoming more and more decentralized (servers, routers and Internet service 

providers). It can be concluded that there is almost no possibility of a complete blocking of Internet 

access, while the number of friendly and neutral countries that can provide Internet access is 

increasing. 

 

The situation is similar with cable and satellite television and radio stations which can also be easily 

supported by friendly and neutral countries, in case of attempts to block them. The Internet also enables 

and is increasingly used to market television and radio content to global public opinion, as well as print 

media, which are therefore rapidly losing their role and importance in favor of electronic Internet 

editions. 

 

On the other hand, the transmission of signals in the electromagnetic spectrum, through various types 

of radio and radio-relay devices, is more susceptible to interference in the case of technical-

technological superiority of one of the parties to the conflict. However, the development of technology 

in this area also provides many alternative solutions, and their use is more effective at the operational 

and tactical level, i.e. in possible regional and local conflicts, in which there is currently no significant 

asymmetry of forces and means intended for informational action. 

 

In general, it can be concluded that the ability to market and influence is fully attainable for "small 

states" in conditions of peace and the absence of information blockade or electronic jamming, while in 

conflicts it is available to a limited extent, especially in the area of satellite television and broadcasting 

signals in the electromagnetic spectrum. However, the expansive development of modern information 

and communication technology opens up more and more possibilities for alternative solutions, which is 

why it can be concluded that it is increasingly in favor of "small states". 

 

9. Conclusion 
 

Major trends affecting modern warfare, national security, and defense include an increasing amount 

and variety of information, available at an ever-increasing speed, through various information and 

communication technology means. This is precisely why military power is increasingly based on the 

possibility of possessing and monopolizing information, and armed conflicts are changing their 

physiognomy with the increasingly pronounced importance of competing parties in the information 

dimension of the operational environment.  

 

At the same time, the massive spread and application of information and communication technology 

provides all actors in the conflict with various types of opportunities in the modern information 

environment, and in this way gives the chance to "small states" to achieve vital national and defense 

interests, locally, regionally, but also on a global level. 

Information action, as the most general term, includes all activities related to information, which take 

place in all areas of the information environment, with the aim of influencing the decisions, attitudes, 

will, emotions, cohesion and behavior of enemies, allies and neutral public, in accordance with their 

own interests.  In the framework of information activities, in principle, two separate types of activities 
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are distinguished: information-technical (physical and cyber-attacks in the information environment) 

and information-perceptive (acting on the cognitive area of the information environment), which are 

different, that is, they require different abilities, resources, methods and methods of action. In principle, 

the paper indicated only the possible direction of development of abilities for information-perceptive 

action, not diminishing the importance of the information-technical aspect, which certainly requires 

special research and analysis, with high expertise in the field of modern information and 

communication technology.  

 

The information-perceptive aspect is also addressed because it acts on the central object of action in the 

information environment - the cognitive area, which does not require significant financial investments, 

as well as technical-technological superiority in relation to the opponent, but primarily a good 

organization and development of the capabilities of the forces, the most important of which are 

knowledge, expertise, creativity, desire and motivation. 

 

However, the information-perceptive capabilities of "small states" are still inferior to those of "big 

powers", which is primarily a consequence of significantly smaller investments by "small states" in all 

areas of human society, including in the development of military forces in accordance with modern 

scientific achievements, which certainly includes the understanding, development and application of 

the concept of information-perceptual action. 

 

The basic challenges of developing the ability of "small states" for information-perceptive action are 

based precisely on insufficient understanding of the essence of the modern concept of information-

perceptive action, which requires a permanent structure, organization and engagement of all 

participants in the conflict - war (both military and civilian forces), on all levels, due to the increasing 

importance of the information environment in the context of modern warfare. 

 

A specific challenge for "small states" is that information-perceptive action certainly requires particular 

organizational changes and investments, both in training and education, as well as in the opening of 

new training places, where the results and effects can be long-term, and some of them are also difficult 

to see, given that they are expected in the moral sphere of warfare. 

 

The special importance of information activities for "small states" is that they can achieve important 

defense goals with such activities, such as deterring opponents from possible aggression. However, in 

order to achieve this goal, it is necessary for "small states" to carry out long-term, preventive and 

continuous information activities, and not only in the period of crisis, when it is obvious that 

aggression is likely to occur. 

 

The first step in overcoming the aforementioned challenges would be to organize, regulate normatively 

and legally, synchronize and integrate the work of all institutions and forces of the state for 

information-perceptive action as precisely, rationally and efficiently as possible, in order to direct them 

in time and as effectively as possible towards the single goal on the way to the desired end state. 

 

Secondly, it is necessary to continuously develop and improve the capabilities of forces for 

informational action in the modern environment, which in the informational-perceptive aspect are 

primarily based on knowledge and efficient use of widespread and easily accessible modern 

information and communication technology tools. 

 

In order to achieve the stated goal in the system of national security and defense of  R. of Serbia, it is 

necessary to elaborate and develop the national concept of information action in detail, and to refine 

existing and create new strategic-doctrinal documents, at all hierarchical levels (including national 

ones) and for all types of information action activities. 

 

Then it is necessary to form, equip and train permanent forces and formations for all of the most 

important activities of information action, in the civil and military sectors, at the strategic, operational 

and tactical level (command structures, analytical and operational units, forces for technical support 

and asset development, formations for psychological and cyber activities, etc.). The forces for 

information-perceptive action must be integrated into a single entity at the national level and equipped 

with appropriate training resources, whereby the development of abilities can be achieved by making 

maximum use of the resources and opportunities of the modern information environment, then by 
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systematic education and training of staff, and certain conceptual and organizational changes, without 

investing significant material and financial resources. 
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